
!!!!!!
2015 Arts & Crafts Auction: Boots and Ballgowns Under the Big Top! 

Items Remaining — Bid with Mackall in the office! !
Secret Screening!  
Join Madrona movie makers and shakers, Bryan Cole and Erin O’Hara for an evening of food and movie 
watching. Bryan will surprise us with a movie — come to be surprised! May 16, 2015. Each spot $30 (15 
spots opened) !
Whisky and Whiskey with the board chair!  
Come learn to savor the spirits with the Madrona Board Chair. We'll sample at least 5 rare and fine drams 
from across the spectrum of whiskies while learning what goes into their creation. We'll explain Single 
Malts, Blends, and other whisky words at a night you won't soon forget! Enjoy a fun and fact filled evening 
with friends, food, and fine drinks at the Campaign Room above Pegasus Coffee House on November 14, 
2015. Each spot $125 (only 3 left) !
Auction Night Sleepover for 4 Children.  
Rest easy, next year's auction childcare is set!  Up to 4 children age appropriate for a sleepover at the 
Kist's.  Come join Abe and Will for movie night.  Drop them off on the way to the event and pick them up 
the following morning!  Snacks, dinner, gelato and breakfast included.  Bring sleeping bags and whatever 
else may be specifically required.  We will handle everything else! Each spot $120 (only 3 left) !
Learning Tools Consultation by Madrona Mom, Sophia Gomma.  
90 minute initial consultation plus a $500 discount on a full program: Davis Dyslexia Correction (reading 
or handwriting) or Davis Math Mastery or Davis Attention Mastery. Expires  4/25/16. Opening bid $150 !
Nutritional Coaching- Liza Pascal.  
Liza brings together her Masters in Chinese Medicine, a thorough understanding of the energetics of food, 
unbiased studies of science-based evidence, 10 years of practice in the healing arts and her uncanny sense of 
intuition to personalize and customize a nutritional plan that fits you like a glove. Liza believes food is the 
best medicine and the most effective method to making the biggest difference in your life. She meets you 
where you’re at and helps guide you to where you want to be. If you take her suggestions to heart, you will 
have the knowledge you need to use food and nutrition to take back your health and manage your own 
symptoms like a pro. Your first session is followed up by a detailed email report complete with a clear 
vision of what you are most trying to achieve.recommendations that fit into your lifestyle, and a few 
suggestions that will be outside your comfort zone (just in case you are on the fast track to health). 
Opening bid $150 !
One Hour Massage or Craniosacral Therapy Session by Mari Ellingsen. Starting bid $21 !
Kidimu Family Pass. $45 ($85 value) !
Experience Music Project - 4 passes. $15 ($25 value)
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